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Protest that estimates of in-house
performance costs Were too lowf is
denied where protester has not shown
that cost comparison was inaccurate
or violated OMB circular No. A-76.

Technicolor Graphics Service, Inc. (TGS), protests
the Dipartment of Agriculture's (DOA) decision to cancel
request for proposal (RFP) No, 42-A-SEA-8l, for the oper-
ationp, maintenance, repair and services for facilities
equipment, security, safety and supply activities at the
National Animal Disease Center (NADe), Ames, IDW&. .

TGS was selected. for a cost comparison of continued
in-house performance versus contracting out. The RFP was
Vancelsd after the contracting officer determined that
Qbe work could be performed at a lower csst to the Govern- r
went through continued use of Government personnel rather
than by 20GS.

TGS t5iely filed an administrative appeal of DOA's
decision., -Inresponse to TGS's appeal, DOA found errors
in its estimate, and the advantage of in-house perform-
.cace for the 3-year contract period was reduced from

$636,172, to $211,1.71.

The appeal'was ultimately Cenied; however, since
the adjusted figures still showed in-house performance
wa3 less costly than contracting out, TGS timely filed
a protest with our office, and essentially contendsi that,
despite bOA adjustments as a result of its appeal, the
comparison remains inaccurate and is not consistent with
office of Management and Budget (OMBi Circular No. &--76
(A-76) policy and procedures.

We deny the protest.

t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
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Initially, we point out, with regard to a protest
involving a dispute over an agency decision to perform
worl in-house rather than to contract out the services,
we P4ill only consider allegations of a faulty or mis-
leading cost comparison. Midland Maintenance, Inc9h
B-202977,2, February 22, 1982, 82-1iCPW 15Qj D-K Xs'so-
alates, B-201503, B-201625, September 10, 1981, 81-2
CPD 208, In the course of our review, we will question
only.1 whether mandated procedures waie followed and not
the procedures themsalv9¶ot since the procedures are mat-
ters of policy within t~he province of the Executive Branch.
D-K Avtsociates, B-201625, September 10, 1981, 81-2 CPD 208.

TGS al4eges that the Governmelit has not corplied with
the requirermients of the A-76 Cost Comparison Handbook
(CCIH) thnit both the in-house estimate and the contractor's
estimate stould be based on the same work estimate. TGS
specifically contends that the Government did not include
the cost of a full-time supervisory facilities engineer
(engineer) and three foremen, required in the statement
of work (SOW), but only costed these jobs on a part-time
basis.

Agriculture concedes that it has not included the
cost of a fullttime engineer and foremen as a direct cost.
However, it states that the Government's cost and asso-
ciated personnel for fulfilling the scope of work and
level of performance is shown as indirect support costs
charged to functions which would remain in-house. In other
words, because of an inherent advantage to the Government,
some of the work done by the engineer and foremen can
be drone by the Government operation which will remain
even if the operation under this RFP was contracted out,
Thus, the cost is shown as indirect cost but, in effect,
"the services, availability and costs" of an engineer
and foremen as required by the SOW have been included
in the in-house estimate.

This Office has recognized that the Government
may have inherent advantages in organizing its manpower
that a contractor cannot achieve in an A-76 exercise,
such as using resources outside the contract area to per-
form some contract functions which the contractor must
steaff with its own personnel. See D-K Associates, supra.
However, this does not obviate the need to satisfy the
requirement that both the Government and contractor are
costed to provide the same work. Here, Agriculture advises
that the cost of providing for the functions of an engineer
find foremen are included as an indirect cost in the in-house
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estimate' aiid that both in-house and contractor estimate
totala contain the cost of the work at issue, TGS hba
not shown that this is not tHe case 4cd, therefore, has
not shown this approach violates the CH9, See ACMAT
Corporation, B-i97589, March \& 1981, 81-1 CP F206,

We also point out tha. the use of a core unit, a
continued in-house presence, consisting of the NADC's
Centtal Research Unit which performs facilities operations,
maintenance, and r'pair agtivities within restricted areas,
iu not prohibited by A-76v The RFP clearly advised offerors
that the core unit would qontin..e to perform functions
in the same manner as in the past in restricted areas
Artd woUk4l be involved in all areas where biological safety
Als an issue, In Transmittal Memorandum No. 4 to Circular
No. "-76, 0MB recognized that a "core unit" for research
and development facilities was a permissible "method of
doing businuss" and was a "Government funqtion." However,
OMB expressed its concern about the size of the core
capability and how it affected the cost comparias~'4 in
effect, the issue rained by TGS concerning the capability
of the core unit to provide supervision and support for
the functions to be contracted out. OMB is studying this
issue, but has not issued guidance concerning proper use
of "core capability" in the Iv,76 context. SinIe use of
a core unit was permitted under the circular without
restriction as to use, we cannot say that DOA violated
the circular by creating a core unit for this procurement
with -the capability to supervise and support the contract
functions.

TGS argues that'Government boiler plant staffing
based on 3,2 man-hour average for service orders is inad-
equate. The Government's original staffing projection
was for two boiler plant operators. The appeal board
in response to TGS's appeal agreed, in part, with TGSU
and increased staffing by one-half an operator. TOE still
questions the adequacy of the staffing to perform the
work required including boiler inspection, maintenance,
and repair. TGS considers the lack of proper staffing
to be a threat to biological security, a stated concern
of Agriculture when issuing the RFP. However, DOA reports
that, based on its experience, the revised staffing is'
adequate to cover continuous boiler plant operations and
includes overtime for emergencies. We have no basis to
object to DOA's determination that its revised staffing
for its boiler plant operations are adrequate nor has TGS
substantiated its allegation that DOPKs staffing estimatos
violate the guidance and are a threat to biological security.




